
How To Write Email Subject 
Lines (That Actually Get 
Opened)

LS Platinum Workshop



I’m Tom Leto
Program Director - LinkedSelling

Hello!



And, I’m Matt Kersey
Program Director - LinkedSelling

Hello!



Why are email subject 
lines so important?1



Email Subject Lines - 
General Guidelines2



Keep it short

Subject lines under 50 characters or 
about five to seven words work 
best.



Don’t be an ASS!!

Avoid loud punctuation like all caps 
and multiple exclamation points.



Focus on your audience.

No one cares about your product, 
they care what it can do for them.



Email Subject Lines -
TEN Proven Approaches3



Curiosity

Pique the readers interest without giving away too much.



Free Offer

Give away something useful for free. IE: lead magnet



Urgency/Scarcity

Give your readers a deadline.



Newsworthy

Keep your audience informed about new developments in 

your/their field.



Social Proof

Leverage the behavior of others.



Storytelling

Tell an interesting story.



Pain Points

Call out your audience’s pain and/or solve the problem.



Ease-of-use

Give your audience an easier way to achieve their goals IE: 

shortcut, useful resource.



Straightforward

Be direct. Tell them something that’ll help them but they 

don’t necessary want to hear.



Benefit Driven

What are the benefits of opening the emal? Analytical, 

rational and methodical people respond well to this IE: use 

stats or a testimonial.



◉ Focus on their interests.

◉ Mention a discount.

◉ Humanize your business.

◉ Use specific numbers.

Other Good Approaches

◉ Mention their name.

◉ Use trending topics.

◉ Make them laugh.

◉ Inspire them.
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TWO Custom Formulas

[end result prospect wants] + [time period] + [address objections]

IE: “Close More Clients in One Call Even if Not in Sales”
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TWO Custom Formulas

[take this action] + [specific time period] + [end result]

IE: “Join the C365 Program NOW and Start Generating Phone Calls”
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“

Don’t forget to A/B test!!



Email Subject Line 
Review6
Good or bad? Our rationale.



# 1
Review



# 2
Review



# 3
Review



# 4
Review



Quiz Time7
Are these headlines are good or bad? Put your answers in the chat.



# 1
Quiz



# 2
Quiz



# 3
Quiz



# 4
Quiz



Workshop8
Let’s make these terrible headlines better.



# 1
Workshop



# 2
Workshop



Q & A

Send us a subject line you’re using (VIA the chat) and 
we’ll review it live on the call.



Action Items

1. Identify 2 or 3 proven methods that work for your 
prospects.

2. Craft 2 or 3 headlines for each proven method.
3. Feel free to put your new subject lines in the Facebook 

group for our critique.
4. Begin your new and improved email marketing 

campaign!



Join us for our next session on 
October, 25th.

Thanks!


